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June 6. 20 1 9

Dear Dr. Albanese

lam u,riding in m) capacity as the President of CACLALS(the Canadian Association f or Commonwealth Literature and
Language Studies), whichjust wrapped up its annualconference at the Congress tbr the Humanities and Social Sciences.
hosted by the University of British Columbia. It is u ith a heavy heart that Iflnd myself writing this letter in response to
the case of racial profiling meted out. on June 2"d. to Shelby ' Mcphee. a fellow Congress participant and member of the
Black Canadian Studies Association. This letter is a formal expression of solidarity with our colleagues at the BCSA. and
our support of the BCSA's demands noted in their "Open letter to Congress" dated June 4. 201 9

(- ongress is supposed to be a gathering of minds from across the country and around the world to have a free and open
space of collaboration and intellectual exchange. where we like to think wc allwalk freely across our host campus. among
our peers and our friends. Words such as "stalked." "harassed." "profiled" and "detained" should ne\er be part of the
vocabulary of our experiences at this or an) other venue.

I'his letter is also an expression of solidarity with anyone u ho has felt. experienced or even suspected tllat they are on the
receiving end of any form of racial profiling at any time in their lives. It is an expression of feeling that no such act is e\er
too smaller too big to go unreported. une\amined and unsanctioned. And it is a callto action. not only in response to
"incidents" of racial profiling. but also in the acknow ledgement of same as part of ' a historical continuum that must be
addressed as such

As Canada's oldest association devoted to postcolonial studies. ours is a collective founded on the principles of
anticolonial resistance. decolonization and socialjustice. Our mission is to examine the histories and vehicles ofwestern
mperialism and imperial racism. as well as neocolonial and other forms of oppression tender which we continue to find

oursel\es governed or circumscribed. Moments such as these remind us that ours is not an abstract or theoreticalline ot '
nquirl '. It is a lived experience that defines the quotidian lives of too many. a realiq that is also s) stemicalll ' obfuscated

and denied.

I am conHldent that the Federation Executive will. as it has committed. further investigate this serious matter vx'ithout
further dela v ', and we commend "its Code of Conduct." which "does not tolerate anti-Black racism. harassment or
discrimination of Congress participants in an) conTI." However. we not only ask that concrete measures are adopted to
ensure a zero tolerance policy against racialprofiling. but also that such measures include the sanctioning of those
evolved in perpetuating allsuch forms of harassment. marginalization and discrimination.

Si Deere l\
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